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exposures from various radiation sources including nuclear power 
plants might still occur,[1] in which release of  iodine‑131 (I‑131) 
among emission of  various radioactive isotopes might be one of  
the first sign of  misfortune. In human body, iodine preferentially 
accumulates in thyroid. This property is, therefore, used in nuclear 
diagnostic and therapeutic medicine to improve health conditions 
by early disease detection, slowing an overactive thyroid or killing 
cancer cells.

The ease of  administration, low cost of  I‑131, and half‑life of  
just over 8 days make it an attractive and effective method for 
a diagnostic procedure and therapy of  the hyperthyroidism or 
cancer. This is a beta‑emitting radionuclide with a maximum 
energy of  0.61 MeV, an average energy of  0.192 MeV with a 
range in tissue of  0.8 mm. However, despite these favorable 
characteristics, external or internal exposures to radioiodine 
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Introduction
The challenge for molecular epidemiological and environmental 
studies is to advance and improve the process for assessing the 
risk to human health from exposure to ionizing radiation (IR). 
Exposure to IR can result from occupation, medical procedures, 
and industrial accidents. It is well recognized that IR causes 
various biological effects within days, weeks, or years. While the 
use of  radiation around the world offers a wide range of  benefits 
in medicine, energy production, industry, and research, safety 
precautions are essential to understand and moderate unnecessary 
exposure of  persons. Despite the fact that the precautions to 
be taken are clearly established, even if  infrequently, accidental 
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can lead to molecular and cellular damage not only in thyroid 
cells but also in other tissues, including peripheral blood 
lymphocytes. It can increase the occupational risk as well. That 
is why particular attention needs to be paid to the patients’ 
quality of  life after the treatment, as well as to the general 
public in case of  nuclear emergency. For that reason, a reliable 
estimate and prediction of  normal tissue/cell response to 
IR and consequent health risk from exposure would be very 
useful in occupational radiation protection, radiotherapy, and 
population risk estimation.

In addition, radiation sensitivity is one of  the main factors 
that differentiate individuals in terms of  the effectiveness of  
therapeutic procedures or its side effects. This depends on how 
well the damage incurred on the cells is repaired. Individual 
variation in response to IR is expected as genetic background, 
metabolic rate, and DNA repair capacity of  individuals influence 
such responses. Therefore, the main aim of  this study was to 
investigate the influence of  IR exposure to low doses resulting 
from diagnostic usage of  I‑131 and to high doses from 
therapeutic administration of  this radionuclide. DNA damage 
detected at the cellular and molecular levels in human blood 
lymphocytes was assessed for this purpose. The other aim was 
to investigate, by challenging cells in vitro with high X‑rays dose, 
if  and how, the follow‑up exposure to low or high doses of  
iodine can influence vulnerability to other genotoxic exposures 
and/or alter cellular DNA repair efficiency that might increase 
or decrease health risk.

Materials and Methods
The study group consisted of  41 subjects diagnostically 
exposed to low doses of  the I‑131 (in the range 1.85–4.45 
MBq, AAv = 2.96 ± 0.82 MBq) and 37 patients who had 
returned to polyclinic for hyperthyroidism treatment with I‑131 
(in the range 300–650 MBq, AAv = 497.3 ± 88.1 MBq).[2] All 
consenting volunteers provided blood samples and responded 
to the questionnaire describing their lifestyles, hobbies, health 
conditions, and occupational history. Blood samples from thyroid 
patients were collected twice: Just before application of  the 
therapeutic dose of  the I‑131 and 5 weeks later. The control 
group (CG) consisted of  30 unexposed volunteers, free of  
thyroid diseases and considering themselves as healthy. Table 1 
shows brief  characteristics of  the investigated groups.

From a quarter of  collected blood samples, lymphocytes 
were isolated, carefully cryopreserved[3] in liquid nitrogen 
for molecular investigations. The rest of  blood samples 

were divided into two parts and subjected, without and after 
challenging cells in vitro with 2 Gy of  X‑rays, to cytogenetic 
procedures according to standard protocols for biological 
dosimetry.[4‑7] Initial data for the cytogenetic studies have been 
already reported.[2,8‑10]

At the molecular level, the standardized DNA repair competence 
assay (DNA RCA)[7] was applied with an application of  cells’ 
irradiation in vitro with a challenging dose of  X‑rays. General 
procedure for the studies of  cells radiosensitivity and DNA 
repair efficacy of  induced damage was performed by evaluation 
of  DNA damage in defrosted cells, DNA damage induced 
by challenging X‑ray dose, and residual DNA (persistent, not 
repaired during the postirradiation incubation). Care was taken 
to avoid potential influence of  experimental conditions, and 
appropriate standardizations were performed beforehand.[2,7] 
Briefly, standardization procedure was based on the evaluation 
of  the DNA repair rate of  cells belonging to the same pool 
of  frozen cells. For this study, defrosted lymphocytes for 
DNA RCA were irradiated with a dose of  3 Gy X‑rays. 
For the evaluation of  DNA radiosensitivity, lymphocytes 
were irradiated on slides and subjected immediately to lysis 
procedure. All challenging procedures were completed at 4°C, 
and irradiation was performed on a special polyethylene box 
containing ice cubes in water to avoid DNA damage repair 
during irradiation. Alkaline comet assay was used to evaluate 
the DNA damage.[2,7]

At the cellular level, cytogenetic biomarkers, such as frequency of  
sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs) and percentage of  cells with 
significantly elevated numbers of  SCE per cell (high‑frequency 
cells [HFCs]), were monitored in the second mitotic division.[5‑7] 
HFCs were evaluated as the percentage of  cells displaying higher 
than seven number of  SCE per cell.

All data were statistically analyzed using Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS, IBM Corporation, USA). Significant 
levels correspond to two‑sided tests based on variance analysis 
from ANOVA program. Results were considered statistically 
significant for P < 0.05.

The results of  DNA RCA acted as a biomarker associated with 
fast repair (mainly base excision repair and nonhomologous 
end joining) while the SCE revealed slow double DNA strands 
repair associated with homologous recombination (HR). These 
two types of  DNA repair‑related biomarkers were compared 
with previously obtained results from cytogenetic scoring[2,8] 
of  micronuclei (MN) frequencies in binucleated cells and 

Table 1: Brief summary characterizing groups under the study
Group I-131 range 

(MBq)
Gender, 

female (%)
Age ±SD Smoking habit (%) CiF

Never passive Former recent Yes (%) NA (%)
Control (CG) 0 70.4 41.9 12.6 51.7 3.4 24.1 20.7 43.7 21.9
I-131

Low (DG) 1.85-4.82 80.0 58.7 16.3 77.8 11.1 11.1 0 24.4 17.1
High (TG) 300-650 81.8 60.4 16.9 50.0 0 50.0 0 27.3 15.5

CiF: Percentage of reports about cancers incidence in immediate family (yes, NA), SD: Standard deviation, DG: Diagnostic group, TG: Therapeutic group, CG: Control group, 
NA: No answer, or answer “I do not know”
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chromosome aberrations (CSA) frequencies to associate them 
to health risk from cancer.[11,12]

Results
Table 2 presents molecular and cytogenetic data for investigated 
groups; CG, exposed to I‑131; diagnostic group (DG) to 
low and therapeutic group (TG) to high doses. For the DG 
group, a significant decrease from the CG was observed in the 
percentage of  unrepaired DNA damage during postirradiation 
incubation (RDT‑DNA), as well as in the average number of  SCE 
per cell and HFC detected in cells not irradiated with challenging 
dose. The significant decrease from values obtained for control 
was also observed in values of  SCE(Gy) and HFC(Gy) detected 
in cells irradiated in vitro with challenging dose. No significant 
difference between the control and DG (I‑131) groups was observed 
in defrosted cells (T_DNA0) and cells’ radiosensitivity (SXT‑DNA), 
as well as in maximal values of  SCE detected in cells without and 
after IR challenging in vitro (SCE max, SCEmax (Gy)).

In the samples collected 5 weeks after administration of  I‑131 
therapeutic treatment, significantly (P < 0.03) higher level of  DNA 
damage was detected in vivo (T‑DNA0 = 7.2 ± 1.4) in comparison 
to the level detected before therapy (T‑DNA0 = 6.15 ± 1.6) and 
to the average level detected for control (T‑DNA0 = 6.5 ± 1.8). 
Significantly higher level of  residual damage (RD) was detected 
5 weeks after the therapy (RDT‑DNA = 35.7 ± 18.6) than that seen 
before therapy (RDT‑DNA = 22.8 ± 11.4, P < 0.002). However, this 
level reached the baseline of  CG. Although the cells were collected 
5 weeks after administration of  therapeutic radioiodine in response 
to challenging irradiation, SCE(Gy) and HFC(Gy) still show a slight 
decrease when compared to control, though showed a significant 
increase from the level observed after the diagnostic dose.

No significant difference was observed between values 
describing radiosensitivity (SXT_DNA) before and after therapy. 
On average, also, no difference was observed between maximal 
SCE values detected for all investigated groups. As shown in 
Table 2, mean values for all reported biological effects in cells 
without challenging irradiation and after challenging in vitro were 
significantly different after diagnostic treatment compared to 

CG. However, it appears that variability between individuals 
seems to be rather high as reflected by the large standard 
deviation values.

For comparison, Table 2 presents cytogenetic biomarkers 
of  health risk from cancer, i.e., MN in binucleated cells 
frequencies (MNBNF) and CSA frequencies, evaluated for the 
same subjects in investigated groups which were already reported 
before.[7‑10] Frequency of  MN in the CG was significantly higher 
than that observed in the diagnosed group, and it was not 
significantly different from the mean value observed 5 weeks 
after administration of  the therapeutic I‑131. On the contrary, 
the average level of  CSA that was detected in lymphocytes of  
patients 5 weeks after exposure to a therapeutic dose of  I‑131 
was significantly higher in comparison to that observed in the 
control, as well as in the group exposed to the diagnostic, low 
I‑131 doses.

Figure 1 shows the comparison of  variabilities between values of  
residual DNA damage (RDT‑DNA) percentage of  DNA damage, 
induced by challenging dose, which was unrepaired during 

Figure 1: RDT‑DNA (% of residuals ‑ DNA unrepaired during 
postirradiation incubation, following challenging cells in vitro with 3 Gy 
dose of X‑rays). Top figure DG (I‑131) – group of diagnostically exposed 
to low dose of iodine‑131, lower figure TG (I‑131) ‑ group of exposed to 
high (therapeutic) iodine‑131 dose, 5 weeks after therapeutic treatment

Table 2: Comparison between mean values of molecular and cytogenetic biomarkers detected for investigated groups; 
unexposed (control group), exposed diagnostically to low (diagnostic group) and high I-131 (therapeutic group) doses

T_DNA0 SXT_DNA RDT_DNA (%) SCE SCEmax HFC (%) MN[8,9] SCEGy SCEmax(Gy) HFCGy (%) CSA[9]

CG 6.5 14.9 33.6 6.3 12.5 32.7 12.9 6.6 12.9 33.1 1.6
±SD 1.8 3.3 21.6 1.4 2.1 18.9 8.0 1.7 2.4 19.9 1.7
DG (I-131) 6.1 15.5 22.8a 5.3a 11.1 20.4a 7.6a 5.8a 12.7 24.0a 1.3
±SD 1.6 3.4 11.4 1.6 2.8 16.8 5.3 1.6 4.0 16.4 0.7
TG (I-131) 7.2 15.2 35.7b 5.2a 13.1 19.6a 12.5b 6.1b 12.9 29.1b 2.2a,b

±SD 1.4 3.0 18.6 1.7 4.3 15.9 7.2 1.2 2.6 17.7 1.1
Significant < 0.013 NS 0.002 0.05 NS 0.03 0.01 0.03 NS NS 0.03
T_DNA0: The DNA damage detected without any in vitro treatment (damage induced in vivo) and SXT_DNA: DNA damage detected right after challenging cells in vitro with IR 
(reflects DNA sensitivity to X-rays), RDT_DNA: Residual DNA damage (RDT_DNA.) detected after post-irradiation incubation of cells irradiated in vitro with challenging dose of 
X-rays. SCE, HFC-repectively frequencies of sister chromatid exchanges (SCE) and % of cells with significantly elevated numbers of SCE, SCEmax: Maximal SCE value detected, 
SCEGy, SCEmaxGy, HFCGy: SCE and HFC detected in cells responding to challenging irradiation in vitro with 2 Gy of X-rays. MN: Micronuclei frequencies in binucleated cells, CSA: 
Chromosome aberration, DG: Diagnostic group, TG: Therapeutic group, CG: Control group, SD: Standard deviation, Significant<: Significance between all 3 mean values; a - 
results significantly lower from average obtained for control group, b - results significantly different from average obtained for diagnostic group,  NS: Not significant 
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postirradiation incubation (RD). Variability between individual’s 
values detected in cells of  subjects exposed to a diagnostic (low) 
dose of  I‑131 is shown in the upper panel of  Figure 1. At the 
bottom panel of  Figure 1, values of  the RDT‑DNA evaluated for cells 
of  the same subjects 5 weeks after therapeutic (high) exposure to 
I‑131 are presented. Variability between amounts of  unrepaired 
radiation‑induced DNA damage is very high and different for 
subjects exposed to low (diagnostic) dosage from that observed 
after high dose [Figure 1]. These results demonstrate that cells of  
some subjects express dramatically different DNA repair efficiency 
after high I‑131 dose from that observed after low I‑131 dose.

Similar to strong variability between individual molecular 
responses to the challenging dose of  radiation and resistance to 
repair radiation‑induced DNA damage, which are observed in 
Figure 1, a strong variability is observed in responses at cellular 
levels [Figure 2]. There are shown cytogenetic biomarkers (SCE, 
HFC) associated with DNA repair based on HR, which is 
considered to be the most conservative and error‑free mechanism 
of  DNA repair. Figure 2 shows the comparison of  variability 
between individual results obtained for biomarkers evaluated 
after challenging with X‑rays (SCEGy left panel, HFCGy right 
panel). Histograms at the upper panel show levels of  biomarkers 
detected in lymphocytes from subjects belonging to group 
diagnostically exposed to low doses of  I‑131 (DG(I‑131)), and 
histograms at the lower panel show data for subjects from a 
group of  exposed to high (therapeutic) I‑131 doses (TG(I‑131)). 
It can be seen that at both the dose regions, individual variations 
among the biomarkers were rather high (particularly in case of  
HFCGy). For some individuals, responses to challenging IR dose 
after diagnostic dose are much different than that observed in 
their cells 5 weeks after high therapeutic exposure.

Figure 3 presents the results from two assays which are associated 
with DNA repair; the DNA RCA that reflects the efficiency of  

fast DNA repair and cytogenetic damage detected in metaphases 
of  the second mitotic division (SCE, and HFC) are considered 
as markers of  DNA repair through HR. Chromosomal damage 
and MN frequency in binucleated cells are biomarkers of  genome 
instability and cancer risk that integrates acquired mutations and 
genetic susceptibility. For that reason, results presented here for 
all investigated groups are compared to reported earlier for the 
same groups[2,7‑9] results of  CSA and MN. On the top panel, 
results from subjects after diagnostic exposures are shown, 
whereas at the bottom panel, biomarkers detected in blood 
samples collected 5 weeks after therapeutic I‑131 treatment are 
displayed. It is clearly seen that after higher (therapeutic) dose, 
wider dispersion is observed, and on average, a slight increase 
in MN frequency as well as in CSA is visible (in particular for 
some subjects). This finding might cause consideration about 
the possibility of  late effects as those biomarkers are associated 
with increased cancer risk.[11,12]

Figure 4 demonstrates the comparison of  dispersion between 
MN frequencies observed in all 3 investigated groups of  subjects. 
Data there are labeled with different color distinguishing results 
of  interview with question about occurrence of  cancer incidences 
in immediate families (CiF). For persons who reported cancers in 
the family (CiF‑positive, answer‑yes) circles are blue. It seems that 
in the CG, results for those persons are almost equally scattered 
all over the mid value of  MN frequency. On the other hand, in 
the thyroid diseases patients group, results of  MN frequencies 
detected in lymphocytes of  patients reported no cancers in family, 
are mostly above the best fit line for total iodine dose exposure 
relationship, expressing higher than expected value of  MNBNF.

Figure 5 shows results of  average values RD, HFC, and HFC(Gy) 
obtained after stratification groups to subgroup of  subjects who 
answered the question about cancer incidence in immediate 
families in yes or no. Left panel of  Figure 5 shows results obtained 

Figure 2: Results of sister chromatid exchange (left) and high frequency cell (right) evaluated after challenging with X‑rays of lymphocytes 
from subjects belonging to both groups: DG (I‑131) – group of diagnostically exposed to low dose of iodine‑131, TG (I‑131) ‑ group of exposed to 
high (therapeutic) iodine‑131 dose in lymphocytes collected 5 weeks after therapy
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for both subgroups (CiF–yes, CiF no) of  subjects exposed to low 
I‑131 (diagnostic) which are presented against results evaluated 
5 weeks after administration of  high I‑131 (therapeutic) dose. 
To avoid variability caused by differences in individual I‑131 
doses, results were normalized to average dose for those groups. 
Figure 5a shows mean values of  biomarkers before normalization 
and Figure 5b shows results after normalization to average 
diagnostic and therapeutic I‑131 dose. As seen from comparison 
of  Figure 5a and b, normalization to average I‑131 dose had 
not changed differences observed between two compared 
diagnostic and TG. Results presented in Figure 5 show that 

influence of  predisposition to cancer reported for immediate 
family is not as clearly visible after low (diagnostic) dose of  
I‑131 as seen in results obtained 5 weeks after a therapeutic 
dose. Results presented in Figure 5 also confirm that genetic 
predisposition, which might be associated to reported incidence 
of  cancers in immediate families, may affect response and levels 
of  biomarkers observed after high doses. What is more, there 
was a linear dose‑response in molecular biomarker (RDT‑DNA) in 
patients with no cancer reports in immediate families. This might 
suggest that some individuals, particularly those with reported 
cancers in the family, and possible genetic predisposition, may 
have a less efficient mechanism of  slow DNA repair. This 
highlights the fact that DNA repair system may be responsible 
for differential radiosensitivity in all responses to low and high 
doses of  radiation. However, because of  much smaller size of  
the subgroups, differences between average levels of  investigated 
biomarkers obtained for subgroups with different CiF factors 
are statistically not significant. Therefore, increasing the sample 
size in subgroups and deepening that idea of  the crucial role of  
DNA repair mechanisms are necessary.

Discussion
It is known that exposure to radioactive iodine can increase 
the risk of  cancer. The use of  I‑131 for diagnostic and medical 
treatment results in unquestionable benefit for patients from 
the improvement of  health state. Nevertheless, finding a less 
expensive biomarker or blend of  short‑term assays, which give 
faster and still accurate prediction of  individual radiosensitivity 
and efficiency of  any therapeutic treatment, is very important. 
Such markers might help administrate therapeutic doses even 
more precisely and reduce the risk of  late effects. What is more, 
these markers might be also crucial in estimating the risk of  
cancer in groups potentially exposed to the occupational hazard. 
Single‑cell gel electrophoresis (comet assay) is a well‑established 

Figure 3: Chromosome aberrations in lymphocytes (left side figures) and results of MN frequencies in binucleated cells (right side figure) from 
subjects after diagnostic exposure (D(I‑131)) to low dose of iodine‑131 and then exposed to high (therapeutic) iodine‑131 dose (T(I‑131)). Blood 
samples were collected right before administration and 5 weeks after therapeutic iodine‑131 treatment

Figure 4: Variability between micronuclei in binucleated cells 
frequencies detected in lymphocytes from subjects belonging to three 
groups: Control group‑represent reference level – control group of 
unexposed subjects, DG (I‑131) – group of diagnostically exposed to low 
dose of iodine‑131, TG (I‑131) ‑ group of exposed to high (therapeutic) 
iodine‑131 dose, in which blood sampling was 5 weeks after 
therapy (green circles indicate subjects reporting no cancers incidence 
in immediate families, blue circles indicate subjects with cancer reports)
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test, frequently used to test the genotoxicity of  chemical and 
physical agents, both in vivo and in vitro. Both induction of  
mutations and DNA misrepair may be considered as an early 
indicator of  increased cancer risk. Earlier studies[13‑16] have 
used and recommended comet assay to determine the risk of  
exposure to low doses of  IR. Our results are in agreement with 
those and with findings by Sönmez et al.[17] who had investigated 
the genotoxic risk associated with diagnostic exposure to low 
doses of  I‑131 using SCE analysis. Although SCE values at 24 h 
after I‑131 administration did not show a significant increment 
(P < 0.05), there was a significant increase at 72 h after treatment 
(P < 0.05). Therefore, our findings fall in with results reported 
by Sönmez et al.[17] Statistically significant increase in the SCE 
and HFC in lymphocytes was observed by Bozkurt et al.[18] in 
individuals occupationally exposed to I‑131; those results are not 
that different from ours although we have studied the effects 
from acute exposure to I‑131.

In general, studies of  health risk associated to medical 
application of  I‑131 much more frequently use assays that are 
epidemiologically proven as biomarkers of  cancer risk, such as 
MN frequency and CSA. Gutiérrez et al.[19,20] did not find any 
significant difference in the MN frequency in 22 women who had 
received a therapeutic dose of  I‑131. However, in a subsequent 
study, Gutiérrez et al.[20] reported that hyperthyroidism patients 
who received the therapeutic I‑131 sodium iodide, through oral 
administration, exhibited higher frequencies of  MN and CBMN 
cells in a subgroup of  patients who received more than 500 MBq. 
Gil et al.[21] reported the absence of  chromosome instability in 
the peripheral blood lymphocytes of  individuals with no familial 
thyroid carcinomas. However, studies by Monteiro et al.[22] clearly 
confirmed the persistence of  cytogenetic damage until 6 months 
after iodine administration, namely, as chromosomal aberrations 
and MN induced in lymphocytes of  thyroid cancer patients after 
therapeutic doses of  I‑131. Ballardin et al.[23] confirmed that 
MN assay is sensitive enough to indicate any possible genetic 
damage induced by therapeutic exposure to I‑131; however, 
MN measured 1 year after exposure, and their role as a reliable 
biomarker predicting cancer risk is eliminated. In their studies, 
declining MN frequency had reached the baseline frequency even 

earlier, after 180 days. Popova et al.[24] also confirmed genotoxic 
activity of  therapeutic I‑131, estimated from a significant increase 
in the frequency of  MN observed 1 month after thyroid cancer 
therapy. Ballardin et al.[25] reported later that confounding factors 
such as oxidative stress or vitamin levels may influence the 
induction of  MN following exposure to I‑131. Kinashi et al.[26] 
had compared MN frequency detected in lymphocytes of  14 
thyroid cancer patients who were administered 3.3–5.6 GBq of  
I‑131; with results from patients after boron neutron capture 
therapy (BNCT), they reported that it was 3 times higher than 
that observed after BNCT. Results of  review by Iarmarcovai 
et al.[27] and meta‑analysis of  MN frequency in lymphocytes of  
cancer patients validated the existing evidence and a role of  MN 
in various steps of  carcinogenesis. Three‑step meta‑analysis had 
shown a significant increase of  MN frequency in untreated cancer 
patients and thyroid cancer patients after radioiodine treatment, 
and a negative trend of  meta‑FRs when plotted versus the dose 
used to study patients’ radiosensitivity. Results by Sundaram 
et al.[28] and Vrndic et al.[29,30] have also shown that MN frequency, 
as a biomarker of  cancer risk, might not be reliable if  it was 
investigated in lymphocytes which were affected by intensive cells 
proliferation as well as an apoptosis processes. Other reports[31‑33] 
confirmed a statistically significant increase of  cytogenetic 
damage detected after therapy although authors stressed strong 
influence of  time between exposure and biomarkers monitoring. 
Our report is in agreement with all above observations.

Nascimento et al.[31] evaluated the biokinetics of  radioiodine in 
adult cancer patients from the 1st hour following radioiodine 
administration until minimum detection limits were reached. 
Authors reported the exponential type of  retention kinetics 
with two biological half‑lives, 0.81 day from day 1 to day 6 after 
the I‑131 intake, with increasing appearance later in urine, and 
after 2 weeks, the retention of  iodine in the body followed an 
exponential decrease, with a half‑life of  about 15 days. Other 
findings[32,33] explained the discrepancy between some authors, 
who studied cytogenetic damage at different time after iodine 
administrations. Many other studies[34‑36] showed that specialized 
pretreatment of  differentiated thyroid carcinoma might result 
in even in lower genotoxic risk from I‑131 exposure than this 

Figure 5: Comparison between mean values of molecular and cytogenetic biomarkers detected in cells of patients subgroups exposed diagnostically 
to low (diagnostic group) and therapeutically to high iodine‑131 (therapeutic group) doses. Results are stratified according to positive (yes) or 
negative (no) answers to the question about cancer incidence in immediate families (CiF factor). (a) Biomarker values before normalization, 
and (b) results after normalization to average diagnostic and therapeutic iodine‑131 doses

a b
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which is expected from hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism. To 
wind up, therapy, at all doses of  I‑131, induces genotoxic damage 
associated to health risk which is only transiently indicated by 
chromosomal abnormalities in the form of  increased CA and 
MN in lymphocytes of  exposed patients. However, only a few 
studies are available demonstrating how exposure to I‑131, very 
low (diagnostic), in comparison to high (therapeutic) are affecting 
DNA repair processes which are crucial to induce cytogenetic 
damage. Our results might be useful in explaining this gap.

Recent results show that level of  detected cytogenetic damage 
and reliability of  the estimated biomarkers of  secondary cancer 
risk might be affected not only by the range of  administrated dose 
and length of  time between iodine administration and sampling 
but also mainly by alteration of  DNA repair process due to 
genetic predisposition, occupational hazard, and lifestyle of  the 
exposed individuals. The extension and deepening of  studies of  
those samples (i.e., of  the polymorphisms of  genes involved in 
the DNA damage‑repair following irradiation) can help find the 
combination of  fast and not expensive biomarkers, which might 
give a more accurate prediction of  individual radiosensitivity 
which could be important for clinical applications. More studies 
might also help fulfill gaps in this knowledge and understanding 
of  the mechanism behind observed variability in responses to 
radiation.
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